We investigated the interplay between overt prosodic cues and semantic cues on the structural interpretation of spoken sentences that permit either high-or low-attachment of a final relative clause. Prosodic cues were manipulated via the presence or absence of a strong prosodic boundary before the relative clause, and semantic cues were induced via plausibility restrictions (e.g., the servant of the actress who was {serving tea / very famous}). In the first two experiments, each type of cue was studied in isolation while keeping influences of the relevant other cue constant. Experiment 1 employed a standard off-line comprehension task and suggested that prosodic cues were not as effective as semantic cues in biasing participants' attachment preferences. However, using a more implicit (and less biased) structural priming task, Experiment 2 showed that our overt prosody manipulation was actually no less effective than plausibility in biasing relativeclause attachments. Experiment 3 was, again, based on structural priming; here, the two factors were fully crossed to investigate the interaction between overt prosody and plausibility. This experiment showed that the two types of cues interact in a complex way, suggesting that (a) the amount of surprisal associated with cueing a generally dispreferred structure and (b) the type of revision necessary to resolve the ambiguity both play a major role in determining relative clause attachments. We investigated the interplay between overt prosodic cues and semantic cues on the 52 structural interpretation of spoken sentences that permit either high-or low-attachment of a 53 final relative clause. Prosodic cues were manipulated via the presence or absence of a strong 54 prosodic boundary before the relative clause, and semantic cues were induced via plausibility 55 restrictions (e.g., the servant of the actress who was {serving tea / very famous}). In the first 56 two experiments, each type of cue was studied in isolation while keeping influences of the 57 relevant other cue constant. Experiment 1 employed a standard off-line comprehension task 58 and suggested that prosodic cues were not as effective as semantic cues in biasing 59 participants' attachment preferences. However, using a more implicit (and less biased) 60 structural priming task, Experiment 2 showed that our overt prosody manipulation was 61 actually no less effective than plausibility in biasing relative-clause attachments. Experiment 62 3 was, again, based on structural priming; here, the two factors were fully crossed to 63 investigate the interaction between overt prosody and plausibility. This experiment showed 64 that the two types of cues interact in a complex way, suggesting that (a) the amount of 65 surprisal associated with cueing a generally dispreferred structure and (b) the type of revision 66 necessary to resolve the ambiguity both play a major role in determining relative clause 67 attachments. 68 69
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Introduction 73
Language comprehension and production usually do not require much cognitive effort. This 74 is remarkable given that language users have to integrate various linguistic (e.g. syntactic, 75 semantic, pragmatic) and non-linguistic (e.g. world knowledge) constraints in a very short 76 space of time. Hence, the question arises how this is done. Psycholinguists often address this 77 question by focusing on specific information sources, and possible interactions between 78 them, within a well-defined set of structures. Many of the investigated structures contain 79 structural attachment ambiguities, which provide an excellent test case to study the relative 80 importance of various constraints, and potential interactions between them. One frequently 81 studied example of an attachment ambiguity is found in sentences comprising a complex 82 noun phrase (NP) with an adjacent relative clause (RC), as in (1). 83
(1) The criminal shot the servant of the actress who was almost deaf. 84
The sentence is globally ambiguous because it remains unclear which part of the preceding 85 complex object noun-phrase the relative clause refers to. If it modifies the entire noun-86 phrase, i.e. the servant of the actress, the relative clause attaches higher up in the syntactic 87 tree (high-attachment, Figure 1 ), implying that the servant was almost deaf. By contrast, if 88 the relative clause modifies the more recent noun phrase within the complex noun-phrase, i.e. 89 the actress, it attaches lower down in the syntactic tree (low-attachment, Figure 2 ), implying 90 that the actress was almost deaf. 91 In spoken language, overt prosodic features, such as the presence or absence of a 134 prosodic boundary, have also been shown to bias the attachment of relative clauses in spoken 135 sentences (Schafer et al. 1996 ; Clifton, Carlson, & Frazier, 2002) . These overt prosodic 136 features, and their interaction with plausibility constraints as in (2a,b), will be of primary 137 interest in the present paper.
1 138 Prosody refers to the rhythm, stress, and intonation of speech. Here, we will primarily 139 focus on one particular aspect of overt prosody, which is roughly characterized by pauses 140 (boundaries) and changes in fundamental frequency (F0) over the course of a spoken 141 sentence. Indeed, this aspect of prosody is closely associated with, but not identical to syntax 142 in that both interact in grouping blocks of meaning together in phrases. There are parameters 143 that indicate a boundary such as a drop in F0 and an increase in pre-boundary syllable 144 duration of the word before the boundary (House, 1990; Klatt, & Cooper,1975; Klatt,, 1976 ; 145 Wightman et al., 1992) . As such, they mark the boundaries of linguistically meaningful units 146 as well as their prominence. 147
In spoken language, prosodic, syntactic and semantic cues are closely intertwined and 148 notoriously difficult to disentangle when trying to understand their individual contributions as 149 well as their interactions in establishing a coherent interpretation of a sentence. While studies 150 into the prosody-syntax mapping show that this relationship is far from simple or conclusive 151 (see Wagner & Watson, 2010 for a review), existing research points to a systematic 152 relationship between overt prosody and syntax. Specifically, it has been shown that the 153 prosodic structure of a spoken sentence has an influence on how listeners would parse such a 154 sentence (e.g., Lehiste 1973; Beach, 1991 The 24 (items) × 6 (conditions) = 144 stimuli were allotted into six lists using a Latin square 252 (four items per condition per list). There were 48 participants so that each list was seen by 253 eight participants. Participants were asked to rate the plausibility of each NP-RC phrase using 254 a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1 ("not plausible at all") to 5 ("perfectly plausible"). The 255 NP-RC phrases were preceded by the preamble "How plausible, i.e. realistic and reasonable is 256 …". 257
The plausibility ratings per condition are shown in Table 1 . Also included in the table  258 are results from pair-wise comparisons across the six conditions, derived from mixed-model 259
ANOVAs treating condition as a fixed factor and either subjects or items as a random factor. 260
The comparisons were based on the Tukey method which corrects for family-wise error. As 261 can be seen, the semantically neutral relative clauses in condition (i) and (ii) combined equally 262 well with both NP1 and NP2. RC1 relative clauses (designed to semantically favor NP1) were 263 significantly more plausible in combination with NP1 (iii) than with NP2 (vi). Conversely, 264 RC2 relative clauses (designed to semantically favor NP2) were more plausible in combination 265 with NP2 (iv) than with NP1 (v). Moreover, the semantically 'matching' conditions, (iii) and 266 (iv), did not substantially differ from one another, and nor did the semantically 'mismatching' 267 conditions, (v) and (vi Table 2 . 284 285 4 The plausibility ratings for the NP1-conditions (i) and (iii) were numerically lower than for the NP2-conditions (ii) and (iv). This could be because many of the NP1s, but none of the NP2s in our materials comprised relational nouns (e.g. brother) which prefer to occur in combination with prepositional phrases (e.g. the brother of the girl) rather than on their own (as in this pre-test) before being modified with a relative clause. As can be seen, there were no substantial differences in the duration of the stressed syllable 296 of N2, but very clear differences in the duration of the last syllable of N2 (the former and the 297 latter were identical only for items with monosyllabic N2s): The last syllable was longer in 298 the high-attachment prosodic disambiguation condition (3a) than in the remaining conditions 299 (3b-d). Correspondingly, F0 was significantly lower in the high-attachment prosodic 300 disambiguation condition (3a) than in the remaining conditions (3b-d). These parameters, as 301 well as the pause before the relative pronoun, should all contribute to the perception of a 302 strong prosodic boundary in (3a). 303
Finally, a trained phonetician (T.R., Glasgow University) analysed a random sample 304 of 14 sound files for pitch accents and found that these comprised H* on NP1 and either H* 305 or H+L* on NP2. Thus, differences in pitch accents are unlikely to account for any effects 306 observed. 307
Procedure 308
The main part of Experiment 1 was conducted in DMDX (Forster & Forster, 2003) . 309
The 24 (items) × 4 (conditions) = 96 stimuli were placed into four presentation files using a 310
Latin square (six items per condition per file). Also included were 52 structurally unrelated 311
filler sentences recorded from the same speaker as the main items. Experimental sentences 312 and fillers were presented in a pseudo-random order. Each presentation file started with three 313 filler sentences. The experimental sentences were separated by at least two fillers. All 314 sentences were presented acoustically via headphones while participants fixated a cross on 315 the screen. Each experimental and filler sentence was then followed by a comprehension 316 question, and two possible answers were given. In case of experimental sentences, the screen 317 displayed, e.g., "Who was almost deaf? The servant << >> The actress". Participants had to 318 indicate whether the relative clause modified NP1 or NP2 by providing a rating on a four-319 point scale. If participants were entirely certain that the relative clause modified NP1 (high-320 attachment), i.e. that the servant was almost deaf, they were asked to press 1 on the keyboard 321 in front of them. If they were not entirely sure, but leaned towards high-attachment, they 322 were asked to press 2. The same held for low-attachment of the relative clause, using the keys 323 3 (leaning towards low-attachment) and 4 (certain low-attachment), respectively. Note that 324 this task is largely comparable to the two-alternative forced choice comprehension questions 325 typically employed in this kind of research, except for the more 'graded' distinction between 326 the two comprehension alternatives in our study. 327
Participants 328
Thirty English native speakers (21 females) participated in the main part of 329 Experiment 1 in exchange for course credits. There were at least seven participants per 330 presentation file. A typical session took about 10-15 minutes to complete. 331
Results 332
The mean ratings per condition (and corresponding standard errors) are shown in 333 Table 3 . As expected, the high-attachment bias (HA) conditions were associated with lower 334 scores and the low-attachment bias (LA) conditions with higher scores. However, the 335 difference was numerically smaller with prosodic than with semantic disambiguation. 336 Table 3 . Mean attachment ratings (with standard errors) in each condition of Experiment 1. 337
The critical sentences were either prosodically (via a pause or no pause) or semantically (via 338 plausibility constraints) biased towards either high-or low-attachment of the RC. The scale 339 ranged from 1 (certain high-attachment) to 4 (certain low-attachment given plausibility constraints an advantage over prosodic constraints. 377
The following experiment employed a structural priming paradigm. Structural 378 priming relies on the well-documented fact that language producers tend to repeat structures 379 that they have uttered or encountered before (see Pickering & Ferreira, 2008 The tourist guide mentioned the bells of the church that … 407
The target fragments were unrelated in semantic content to the prime sentences. They always 408 contained a complex NP1-of-NP2 noun phrase in object position, followed by a relative 409 pronoun (that or who) and a "to-be-continued" marker (…) at the end. The critical host noun 410 phrases in the target fragments (NP1 and NP2) were either both animate or both inanimate. 411
They differed in number (NP1-plural versus NP2-singular in one half of the items and NP1-412 singular versus NP2-plural in the other half) which aided later classification of responses (see 413
Response Annotation).
414
In addition to the prime-target pairs, 26 auditory sentences (recorded from the same 415 speaker as the prime sentences) and 26 written sentence fragments were prepared as filler 416 materials. Half of the spoken filler sentences were mildly implausible, mainly to motivate the 417 task (see Procedure). The fillers were unrelated in content and syntactic structure from the 418 experimental items so as to distract from the main purpose of the experiment. condition combinations using a Latin square, and each file was seen by eight participants. 426
There were six prime-target pairs per condition per file. Each file started with six filler trials 427 (randomly chosen from the 52 fillers available), followed by a random sequence of 24 prime-428 target pairs which were separated from one another by two randomly chosen fillers. 429
Over the experimental session, participants sat in front of a computer screen wearing 430 a head-set with attached microphone. There were two types of trials. The first type of trial 431 (used for the primes and spoken filler sentences) started with the prompt "LISTEN and 432 JUDGE" on the computer screen, replaced with a fixation cross after one second. The 433 fixation cross stayed on screen while a spoken sentence was played over the headphones. The 434 fixation cross was then replaced with a question mark, prompting participants to indicate 435 whether the sentence they just heard made sense or not, by saying either "yes" or "no". The 436 question-mark prompt stayed on screen for about 4 seconds, followed by a 300 ms blank 437 screen before the next trial was initiated. The second type of trial was used for the written 438 target or filler sentence fragments. This type of trial started with the written prompt 439 "COMPLETE", which stayed on screen for 1 second, followed by the presentation of a 440 written sentence fragment for 10 seconds. During this time, the participant's task was to 441 speak out a complete sentence, based on the information contained in the sentence fragment 442 and what they thought was a sensible continuation of that sentence fragment. Audio-443 recordings were taken throughout the entire ten-second period, which gave participants 444 sufficient time to complete the task. The sentence fragment was then replaced with a 300 ms 445 blank screen before the next trial was initiated. 446
Since the fillers were randomly interspersed with the prime-target pairs, the sequence 447 of "LISTEN and JUDGE" versus "COMPLETE" trials was not predictable. (1) = 7.47; p < .01), but no effect 500 of disambiguation (ps > .5) and no interaction between the two factors (ps > .7). 501
Ninety-five percent confidence intervals for the attachment-bias simple effect in each 502 disambiguation condition (derived from the GEE model parameters) confirmed that prosodic 503 cues (.10  .08 by subjects; .11  .07 by items) were no less effective than semantic cues (.11 504  .09 by subjects; .09  .09 by items) in priming subsequent target relative-clause 505 attachments. 506 3.6. Discussion 507
Using a more implicit and less biased structural priming paradigm, Experiment 2 508 confirmed the effectiveness of overt prosody and plausibility as disambiguation cues for 509 relative-clause attachments in English complex noun phrases. In contrast to the first 510 experiment, Experiment 2 revealed no indication of either of these cues having a stronger 511 impact than the other: primes whose relative-clause attachments were disambiguated via 512 overt prosody were no less effective in biasing subsequent target RC-attachments than primes 513 whose relative-clause attachments were disambiguated via plausibility. 514
Thus, with an unbiased task (structural priming), overt prosody and plausibility exert 515 comparable relative-clause attachment biases when the influence of the relevant other cue is 516 held constant. Now the question arises as to how the two types of cues would operate in a 517 fully crossed experimental design in which they would either agree or disagree in their 518 support for high versus low attachment of the relative clause. This was examined in 519 Experiment 3, using the same structural priming method as in Experiment 2. To our 520 knowledge, crossing of prosody and plausibility cues to relative-clause attachment has not 521 been studied or discussed before, making it difficult to generate specific theoretical 522 predictions. The perhaps most parsimonious hypothesis would be that the two types of 523 priming cues operate in an additive fashion so that high-attachment of the target-RC should 524 be (i) most frequent when prosody and plausibility of the prime agree in their support for 525 high-attachment, (ii) least frequent when prosody and plausibility of the prime agree in their 526 support for low-attachment, and ( were taken from the previous prosodic prime items (3a) and (3b), respectively. The relative 542
clauses (e.g. "who was serving tea" or "who was very famous") were taken from the previous 543 semantic prime items (3c) and (3d), respectively. This resulted in a two-factorial design in 544 which prosody (pause vs. no pause) and plausibility (high vs. low-attachment bias) were 545 crossed to investigate potential interactions between the two types of cues. 546 Note that all four conditions were created via cross-splicing. Thus, although conditions (5c) 551 and (5d) were essentially the same as (3c) and (3d) in the previous experiments, the 552 corresponding sound files were not identical. The main advantage of cross-splicing over new 553 recordings is that acoustic parameters before and after the onset of the relative clause remain 554 maximally comparable across conditions and experiments. The main disadvantage is that 555 cross-splicing could introduce acoustic artifacts that might interfere with the priming effects 556 of interest. The latter was addressed in an additional rating study. 557
Naturalness Ratings 558
To ensure that structural priming results could not be attributed to (or masked by) 559 potential cross-splicing artifacts, we collected naturalness ratings from an additional sample 560 of 32 native English speakers who did not take part in the main experiment. 561
The critical stimuli were divided into four presentation files such that each file 562 contained six items per condition (Latin square). Also included in each file were 26 filler 563 items, recorded from the same speaker as the critical items. Half of the fillers were natural, 564 non-edited recordings. The other half contained subtle sound manipulations such as clicks or 565 discontinuous transitions in pitch and speech rate, mimicking acoustic impurities induced by 566 cross-splicing (example  filler  items  can  be  downloaded  at  567 http://www.psy.gla.ac.uk/~danielaz/Audio_DZChS.zip). The natural and edited fillers served 568 as comparison benchmarks for the critical items. The rating task was carried out on a PC 569 using DMDX. The sound files were presented via headphones in a pseudo-randomised order. 570
Participants were instructed to focus on the acoustic features of the sound files and to judge 571 whether the sound files were natural or edited. After listening to a sound file, they were given 572 a five-point scale on the screen, ranging from 1 ("definitely natural") to 5 ("definitely 573 edited"). To indicate their judgments, participants had to press a corresponding number key 574
(1-5) on the keyboard. 575
Overall, the critical items (5a-d) scored a mean of 2.60 on the scale (SD = 1.63), 576 suggesting that they were perceived as reasonably natural. In contrast, natural fillers were 577 rated as more natural/less likely to be edited (M = 1.39; SD = 0.91) and edited fillers as less 578 natural/more likely to be edited (M = 4.16; SD = 1.42). All three comparisons were reliable 579 by within-subjects and between-items t-tests (ps < .001). 580
Two-way ANOVAs for the critical items revealed a main effect of prosody by 581 participants only (F 1 (1,31) = 9.28; p < .01; F 2 (1,23) = 2.16; p = .16): the two pause 582 conditions (5a,b) were rated as slightly less natural/more likely to be edited (M = 2.78; SD = 583 1.63) than the two no-pause conditions (5c,d; M = 2.42; SD = 1.62). Neither the main effect 584 of plausibility, nor the prosody × plausibility interaction approached significance by either 585 subjects or items (all ps > .4). Thus, it appears that differences in perceived naturalness across 586 the four critical item conditions were neither very strong nor very consistent. It is also 587 important to keep in mind that in this rating task, participants were explicitly instructed to 588 pay attention to the acoustic features of the stimuli, whereas participants in the main 589 experiment were instructed to pay attention to whether the spoken sentences made sense or 590 not (in line with the procedures in Experiment 2). Taken together, it seems unlikely that the 591 results of the main experiment would be affected by cross-splicing artifacts in the primes. 592
Procedure and Response Annotation 593
The same target and filler materials, procedures, and response annotation criteria as in 594 Experiment 2 were used. There were 40 participants × 24 items = 960 useable target sound 595 recordings. Again, a random sample of 300 target completions (31%) was coded by a second 596 annotator, yielding an inter-annotator agreement of 88% and κ = .82 (± .028 SE). 597
Results 598
In total, 292 (30%) of the valid target responses were classified as HA, 448 (47%) as 599 LA, and 225 (23%) as UC. Table 5 shows the target response distributions in each prime 600 condition. 601 602 Table 5 . Probabilities of HA, LA, and UC target completions in each prime condition of 603 Experiment 3 (raw counts in parentheses). The prime sentences contained either a pause or no 604 pause before the RC and were semantically biased towards either high-or low-attachment of 605 the RC (factorial design crossing prosody with plausibility when the prime-RC was semantically biased towards high-(5c) than towards low-attachment 620 (5d); 95% CIs for the simple effect: .09 ± .08 by subjects; .08 ± .08 by items. Intriguingly, the 621 comparison between the two pause conditions (5a vs. 5b) showed a reverse simple effect of 622 plausibility, with reliably fewer HA target completions when the prime-RC was semantically 623 biased towards high-(5a) than towards low-attachment (5b); 95% CIs: −.13 ± .10 by 624 subjects; −.11 ± .10 by items. Figure 3 plots the estimated marginal means (with by-subject 625 SEs) per condition. 626 627 628 629
Although the naturalness ratings did not suggest very strong cross-condition differences, we 630 performed a supplementary analysis to establish whether the above structural priming results 631 were in any way influenced by the perceived naturalness of the primes. To this end, the 632 naturalness ratings were aggregated into item-by-condition means and used as an additional 633 covariate in a binary logistic GEE analysis on proportions of HA out of all classifiable (HA 634 and LA) target completions. Since the ratings were from a different participant sample than 635 the priming data, this analysis was by-items only. The corresponding inferential results are 636 summarised in Table 6 ; Figure 4 shows the relevant covariate-adjusted means with by-item 637
SEs. 638 As can be seen, inclusion of the naturalness covariate did not diminish the significance of the 646 prosody × plausibility interaction. The covariate itself did not explain much variability in the 647 structural priming data, as evidenced by the lack of any significant effect terms involving 648 naturalness. 649
Discussion 650
In the first two experiments, we looked at the effectiveness of prosodic and semantic 651 cues to relative-clause attachment 'in isolation', that is, by keeping the impact of the relevant 652 other cue constant. The present structural priming study (Experiment 3) investigated their 653 combined influences in a fully crossed experimental design using cross-spliced materials 654 from the previous experiments as primes. 655
Experiment 2 had shown that overt prosody and plausibility were equally effective in 656 priming subsequent target-RC attachments. Therefore, the most parsimonious prediction for 657 the combined effect of the two types of priming cues would be that they operate in an 658 additive fashion, producing the strongest priming effects whenever they agree in their support 659 for a given attachment. 660
This prediction was clearly not confirmed. Instead, Experiment 3 revealed a rather 661 interesting interaction between the two types of cues in the prime: without a pause before the 662 prime-RC (prosodic support for low-attachment), semantic cues worked in the expected 663 direction, consistent with the plausibility-driven priming effect in Experiment 2; however, 664 when the prime-RC was preceded by a pause (prosodic support for high-attachment), the 665 effect of plausibility was reversed, showing stronger high-attachment priming when 666 plausibility favored low-attachment of the relative clause. Importantly, this pattern of results 667 is unlikely to be due to cross-splicing artifacts: first, the two no-pause conditions (5c vs. 5d, 668 based on cross-spliced materials) replicated the plausibility-driven priming effect observed in 669
Experiment 2 (3c vs. 3d, based on natural recordings); second, the accompanying rating study 670 suggested only small and rather inconsistent differences in perceived naturalness across the 671 four priming conditions; finally, using the naturalness ratings as an additional covariate in the 672 by-item analysis showed no appreciable relationship between the covariate and the priming 673 data. In all likelihood, the observed prosody × plausibility interaction therefore reflects 674 genuine non-additivity in the combination of overt prosodic and semantic constraints on 675 relative-clause attachment, which deserves thorough consideration in the general discussion. 676 677 5. General Discussion 678 679
Over thee experiments, we investigated two different modes of disambiguating 680 relative clause-attachments within spoken NP1-of-NP2-RC (e.g. "the servant of the actress 681 who …") noun phrases -both in isolation (Experiment 1 and 2) and in a fully crossed 682 experimental design (Experiment 3 Experiments 1 and 2 confirmed the effectiveness of this manipulation also for spoken 695 sentence processing, and under conditions where prosodic constraints on relative-clause 696 attachment were held constant (no pause before the relative clause). 697
While both modes of disambiguation consistently resulted in the expected relative-698 clause attachment preferences, Experiment 1 suggested that prosodic cues influence such 699 biases to a lesser extent than semantic cues, as indicated by a significant disambiguation × 700 attachment bias interaction. However, this could largely be attributed to the experimental 701 task (two-alternative forced choice question-answering) which gave semantic constraints an 702 advantage over prosodic constraints by effectively re-introducing the plausibility constraints 703 in the question itself. Interestingly, recent research on the role of pitch accent on ambiguity 704 resolution points to similar artifacts induced by this kind of task (Lee & Watson, 2011) . In 705 Experiment 2, the spoken materials from the first experiment were used as primes in a more 706 implicit (and arguably less biased) structural priming task. This experiment showed that in 707 our materials, overt prosody was actually no less effective than plausibility in biasing 708 participants' preferred relative-clause attachments: the two modes of disambiguation in the 709 spoken prime sentences lead to comparable priming effects in the subsequent target trials. 710
Given its implicit and unbiased nature, structural priming therefore appears to be an 711 extremely useful addition to the inventory of methods that probe into the relative 712 effectiveness of different modes of syntactic disambiguation. 713
Experiment 3 employed the same structural priming paradigm to address the 714 theoretically most interesting question of this paper, namely how the two modes of 715 disambiguation (overt prosody and plausibility) would cooperate in a fully crossed 716 experimental design in which they would either agree or disagree in their support for high 717 versus low attachment of the final relative clause. Given that the two types of cues were 718 found to be equally effective primes of subsequent target RC-attachments when studied 'in 719 isolation' (Experiment 2), a parsimonious prediction might be that they operate in an additive 720 fashion, yielding the highest proportion of high-attachment target responses when prosody 721 and plausibility constraints in the prime agree in their support for high-attachment (i.e., a 722 strong prosodic boundary before a relative clause that semantically prefers to combine with 723 NP1) and the lowest proportion of high-attachment target responses when the two types of 724 cues in the prime agree in their support for low-attachment (i.e., no pause before a relative 725 clause that semantically prefers to combine with NP2). Clearly, this prediction turned out to 726 be too simplistic. Instead of two main effects, we found a rather interesting interaction 727 between the two types of cues in Experiment 3: Without a pause before the relative clause, 728 plausibility restrictions in the spoken prime sentence biased target relative-clause attachments 729 in the expected manner (more high-attached target-RCs when plausibility restrictions in the 730 prime supported high-attachment of the relative clause, consistent with the findings from 731
Experiment 2); however, when there was a pause before the relative clause in the prime, the 732 effect of plausibility was reversed, yielding more high-attached target-RCs when plausibility 733 restrictions in the prime supported low-attachment of the relative clause. Given that cross-734 splicing artifacts were unlikely to be an issue ( (no-pause) is followed by late semantic support for high-attachment (semantics HA), the 780 latter cue is more surprising, and therefore more decisive in priming subsequent target RC-781 attachments. In sum, the observed prosody × plausibility interaction in Experiment 3 seems 782 to rely on a combination of (a) surprisal associated with a given disambiguation cue and (b) 783 structural revision during auditory processing of the prime. The former determines the 784 likelihood while latter predicts the direction of structural priming. 785
If this interpretation is correct, then it follows that late plausibility constraints are able 786 to overrule the absence, but not the presence of a strong prosodic boundary before the 787 relative clause in the spoken prime. Indeed, such a conclusion is not without precedent in the 788 literature. In this paper, we investigated the influence of overt prosodic cues and plausibility 819 cues on the interpretation of spoken sentences that permit either high-or low-attachment of a 820 final relative clause. The two types of cues were studied both 'in isolation' and in a fully 821 crossed experimental design in which they either agreed or disagreed in supporting different 822 relative-clause attachments. The latter is interesting because the two types of cues are 823 unlikely to occur independently of one another in natural speech. While our findings clearly 824 raise a number of interesting questions for future research, there were some important 825 methodological and theoretical lessons to be learnt from the present investigations. One is 826 that, in order to evaluate each individual disambiguation cue's contribution to relative-clause 827 attachment, it is imperative to use a task that does not favor one cue over the other. Structural 828 priming appears to be very useful for this purpose due to its implicit and unbiased nature. The 829 second important conclusion is that overt prosody and plausibility interact in non-trivial ways 830 in determining relative-clause attachment preferences for spoken sentences: while plausibility 831 constraints in support of a (non-default) high-attachment interpretation are able to override 832 the absence of a prosodic boundary (with the latter supporting low-attachment), the presence 833 of a strong prosodic boundary before the relative clause (supporting high-attachment) cannot 834 be overridden by plausibility. This can be viewed as an additional confirmation of Pauker et 835 al.'s (2011) Boundary Deletion Hypothesis. The third noteworthy suggestion from our data is 836 that structural priming is most likely to occur when the two types of cues in the prime 837 disagree in their support for high or low attachment of the relative clause, pointing to the 838 potential importance of structural revision in explaining the priming effects in Experiment 3. 839
In conclusion, the present investigations mark a promising initial step towards understanding 840 the interplay between overt prosody and plausibility as cues to relative-clause attachment in 841
English spoken sentences. 842 843
